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Watch
this
space
The first space utilisation and workstyle
survey has been completed for the new
B3Hub for Allied Health, and the
profile shows that space for individual
work, is important to the success of the
new workspace.
The space utilisation study tracked
which spaces were occupied and when.
As well as showing a clear preference
for individual workpoints, the study
showed that overall workspaces were
only occupied about 30% of the time.
“The survey is an important step in
validating the design of the B3Hub,”
explained project officer Nathan
Ferguson.
“As part of the transition to activitybased working, we know that work
styles will change but the space study
gives us a baseline for how we’re
working at the moment.
“It also allows us to confirm we have
enough individual workpoints, meeting
and collaborative spaces like chat
booths,” Nathan said.

We are here

Mondays are the busiest, Friday less so: Physios Catherine, Andrew and
Genevieve share the study results which help us plan your B3Hub

80%

“For Allied Health staff in particular,
they spend more time in clinical areas
providing patient care, so there is a lot
of movement between the current
office space, and the wards and clinics.

Up to
of
work at any time
was being done in
an individual
workspace

“We can see this clearly in the study
data and we know that we have enough
of the right kind of workspace to
provide a flexible environment for the
way they need to work.”

Individual
workpoints were
the most popular,
in use about

59% of the time

30%

About
of
workpoints were
occupied at any
given time

Monday is the
busiest day and

Friday is the
quietest
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